6 REASONS TO JOIN US FOR XSPY TRADER TODAY

1. Learn a **profitable trading skill** by applying a straightforward step-by-step trading plan.

2. See how the **financial markets are manipulated** and how we can **identify the vantage point to profit** consistently.

3. **Enter winning trades early** with confidence, and **secure best prices** way before other retail traders.

4. **Trade purely on price behaviour** using simple bars and charts – no complicated technical analysis and lagging indicators.

5. Be coached by a former proprietary trader and **cut short your learning curve** by diving straight into price action manipulation essentials.

6. Learn **insider tips about the stock markets** and be part of an **inner-circle** to trade profitably with like-minded traders.
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**How You Can Profit Alongside the Market Insiders with Price Action Manipulation Trading and Decode their Deceptions by Using Only Pure Bars and Charts.**
Introducing... XSPY TRADER

WHAT IS XSPY TRADER?

You’ve heard the horror stories; you may even know someone who lost thousands in the stock markets. Why are trading disasters so common? It’s because most traders are not aware that the markets are manipulated, and our only way to profit is by trading with the market makers.

XSPY TRADER aims to combat this plight. It’s designed to give you the unique “vantage point” to identify chart manipulations and price deceptions – by adopting a step-by-step trading plan with the skill of price action trading.

You will discover the hidden factors that truly drive price movements such as “phony” supply or demand, so you can buy into a winning trade way earlier while other retail traders keep waiting for “signals” that never show until it’s too late.

Using only four sets of standard bars and charts, you will learn to interpret the behaviours of market manipulators by detecting specific deviations in their prices.

No more complicated technical analysis and lagging indicators! With only simple price charts and ladders to follow, you can now trade confidently alongside market makers to achieve consistent returns.

WHY PRICE ACTION TRADING?

• You don’t need to worry about other complicated indicators to get your trade signals. You only need to focus on one indicator, and that’s price itself!

• You don’t need to constantly scan the news – there will always be a price action signal that will get you into a trade before the news event.

• You can make profitable use of higher time frames, as price action trading allows you to trade less frequently but with higher accuracy.

• It is the closest thing to what floor traders in the trading pits use to watch the actual price numbers. No more falling trap to lagging indicators and predicting market movements from every economic news release.

About Your Coach, ALSON CHEW

Alson is known in the trading industry for holding an unbroken track record of profiting every quarter since 2011 even through the Chinese stock market crash in 2015. Over the years, he achieved a total net profit of USD 1.2 million for his firm – earning him the firm’s Top Trader Award twice in a row.

Alson’s insider knowledge as a pro trader gave him access to market news and whispers. He soon realised that the financial markets are manipulated and quickly adapted his trading tactics to trade alongside the manipulators and score handsome profits regardless of market conditions.

As an outstanding trader in the proprietary circle, Alson was honoured to receive a personal testimonial from the Senior Vice President of SGX, Mr. Rama Pillai, for his initiative in helping aspiring traders achieve financial success.

“Understanding Chart Manipulations While Managing Your Risks is Key to Profitable Trading!”
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**Benefits & Support System**

**IN THIS PROGRAMME, YOU WILL LEARN HOW TO:**

- Apply a **powerful 6-step Trade Execution Summary** to achieve up to an impressive 10% – 15% returns in the next 6 – 9 months.

- Make **profitable trading decisions** based purely on 4 sets of bars and charts. No more lagging indicators and fanciful candlesticks to confuse you.

- Identify **chart manipulations and price deceptions** in the stock markets so you can avoid bear & bull traps, and instead **profit by trading alongside these manipulators**.

- Detect **winning trade patterns early and quickly buy into it** to secure best prices, while others are still waiting for trade indicators to appear.

- Protect your trading positions with XSPY Risk Management Model, and **learn how to safeguard your earnings** from sudden market flush-downs.

- Notice price deviations through accumulation and distribution processes – to **know when supply and demand is being falsified**.

- Adopt the right trading psychology and create your own **unique trading plan** – to make sound trading decisions by understanding key profitable parameters.

- **Focus simply on price behaviour** to trade, and know when to cut out unnecessary macroeconomic noise and news.

  *and much more...*
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**XSPY TRADER Coaching Programme**

**Live Coaching**

- **2.5 Day Tutorial** (18 hours)
  - Learn to apply Price Action Manipulation Trading through a simple 6-step process.
  - **Unlimited Re-attendance**
    - Need a refresher? Re-attend the programme until you master Price Action Manipulation Trading.

**Post-Programme Support**

- **Private Trading Forum**
  - Discuss trade ideas and share observations about the financial markets.

- **Inner Circle Chat Group**
  - Get updated with the latest market trends and trade opportunities.

- **Trading Resources**
  - Make sizing, entries and exit price decisions at a glance using the XSPY Risk & Money Management Spreadsheet.

**Monthly Gathering**

- Revise your trading skills and get updated with current market analysis.
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115 Eunos Avenue 3 #05-04 Singapore 409839
Make the powerful decision to join us today and master the trading skill that lasts you a lifetime!